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To 
The Chief General Manager Telecom  
 BSNL, M P Circle, Bhopal. 

Sub :  Exemption of WTP & WTR Staff from Rotational transfer  

Res Sir, 

As you are aware, staff from various SSAs are working in WTP and WTR which are 
non recruiting units. It is learnt that attempts are being made by a few SSA to get the 
staff transferred back to parent unit from the Project and Mtce Circles where they are 
working on deputation on certain conditions. This will unnecessarily create 
disturbance in functioning of non-recruiting units. 

I would like to bring to your kind notice that to stop such attempts a decision in Circle 
Council was taken and vide letter no. ST-03/23/CC/2005/138 dated 22.05.2007 
instructions were issued to all SSA Heads that Group C and D staff posted in non-
recruiting units should not be disturbed without approval of Circle Office and the 
cases may be referred to Circle Office for consideration and final decision. To cope 
up with the administrative inconvenience like regularization of leave, promotion , 
pension cases etc it was decided by then CGMT to transfer all such staff under Rule-
8 with special condition. Letter from our District Secretary, WTP explaining the 
negative impact on functioning due to transfers & two orders issued by Circle Office 
are enclosed for your ready reference which emphasize in detail about the issue. 

In view of the above, It is demanded to exempt the staff  of project and  maintenance 
units from transfer for smooth working in the two non recruiting units. 

With kind regards,  

Yours Fraternally, 

(Prakash Sharma) 
Circle Secretary 

Enclosure:  Copies of letters as mentioned in above letter. 

Copy to: 1.Com S C Khapre, DS WTP .  2. Com B S Raghuwanshi, CP, BSNLEU  


